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About the publisher

Založba Pivec publishes scientific monographs, original and translated 
literature for children and adults, books from the fields of the humani-
ties, social sciences and medicine, as well as dictionaries, handbooks and 
coursebooks, while recently also publishing audio books and music al-
bums. In recent years it has become the largest publishing house in north-
east Slovenia, publishing more than forty books every year.
The publishing company is also active in other literary areas and has been 
organising around 50 literary events annually. Since 2005 it has been host-
ing the Poetry Tournament, a literary competition that awards the most 
original poem written in Slovene. Since then, 37 events have been held 
throughout Slovenia and neighbouring countries as part of the Poetry 
Tournament.
Since 2021 Založba Pivec has been organizing a new Literary festival of 
genre literature. First edition was dedicated to Slovenian crime fiction due 
to its great popularity. In the coming years we will expand the program 
even more and try to delight readers of various genres.



For ages 12 and over

Cvetka Bevc is a poet, writer and musician. She finished her musicology and 
comparative literature studies at the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana and continued her 
education at University College Cork. She writes prose, poetry, dramatic and youth 
literature, as well as screenplays. Her literary opus consists of twenty books and she 
has written several novels for young adults, among others A Head Full of Prawns, 
The Ten and Santa’s in My Ear.

Cvetka Bevc

Glas s  F lames
Glass Flames is a young adult problem novel in which the 

issues of addiction and a dysfunctional family are placed in 
the centre of focus. The heroine of the story is ninth-grader 

Daisy Morton who lives without her father, with her alcoholic 
mother and younger sister Iris. The troubled teen soon falls in 

love with an older boy from a bad crowd, starts drinking and 
smoking weed. To top this of f, her family begins to fall apart 
even more; her mother has to get treated for her alcoholism, 
and Daisy and her sister, despite their reluctance, go into the 

care of their grandfather’s partner. A series of events ends 
with Daisy wanting to try heroin, but her neighbour Anna 

saves her from herself, preventing a tragedy.
The role of narrator moves back and forth from Daisy to 

her neighbour Anna, each with their own way of thinking, 
experiencing emotions and linguistic style, which add a 

special something to the novel. The story takes the reader 
on a rollercoaster of events and is written with a great deal 

of empathy towards the heroine’s fate, adding hints of irony 
and humour in places. The issue of addiction and help for 

young people from troubled homes is still a taboo, whereas 
this story helps young readers gain an understanding 
of the dif ferent paths people go on when growing up, 

of fering readers plenty material for further reflection and 
introspection.

Format: 14.5 × 21cm, black and white print, hardcover, 172 pages

Rights sold to: Macedonian, Albanian ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

N E W
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Zvezdana Majhen

No thing  Beat s  Sp or t 
Riddles about sport

Written by: Zvezdana Majhen
Illustrations by: Urška Stropnik Šonc

Sports such as running, ball games, swimming, jumping, skiing, dancing and many others are of ten part of our 
lives all the way from childhood. But can we be athletes if we train our brains? Well, why not. 

In her picture book Nothing Beats Sport, the author, Zvezdana Majhen, challenges the reader with a whole 
lot of brainteasers about sport. Both children and adults can compete to solve as many riddles as possible to 
become true champions. When readers have enough of the mental exercise, it is best to go try the real thing.

Sports included in the book are outdoor sports such as cross country, marathon running, cycling, hiking, 
horseback riding, basketball, and indoor sports such as rhythmic gymnastics, figure skating, hockey or chess, 

as well as water sports and air sports.

Format: 21 × 29.7cm, colour print, hardcover, 32 pages

N E W
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Zvezdana Majhen was born to teenage parents, who were incapable 
of taking care of her emotionally, nor financially. Thus she ended up 
in an orphanage and soon found safe shelter at a noble foster family. 
They were also her sound foundation and inspiration for personal 
growth that followed. The author is a preschool teacher with a 
college degree in psychology by profession. She lives and works 
in Ljubljana.

Zvezdana Majhen

N E W

Zvezd ana’s  Univer s e 
of  Po e t r y  and  Riddles

Written by: Zvezdana Majhen
ll a io  b  i a e el i  a o i  o c a d Polo a o ec

Zvezdana’s Universe of Poetry and Riddles is an anthology by renowned 
children’s author Zvezdana Majhen – over 150 riddles and children’s poems 

were selected from her extensive opus of forty-one published works.
The rhyming puzzles are there to stretch children’s imaginations and, 

through questioning about various spaces and situations, open children’s 
eyes to their surroundings and help them develop a greater sense of 

awareness about the world around them in a playful way. Conundrums in 
the form of fresh metaphors conjure smiles on children’s faces and widen 

their horizons through wordplay.
In her riddles, poems and counting songs, the author touches on topics 

that children encounter daily, making these life experiences more 
understandable to them. Such topics are what happens when there is a new baby at home and what’s it like to 

fall in love for the first time? The rhymes cover holidays, animals, food, seasons, traditions, family and living; 
the wordplay encourages mental connections to relate to other objects and situations, widening children’s 

horizons about a variety of topics in a thoughtful way.
The anthology is accompanied by illustrations that, as a visual stimulus, help create a 
sense of intrigue and bring together the entire work as a whole. To collaborate on the 

illustration of this book, illustrators with whom Zvezdana has worked closely in the past 
were chosen: Erika Omerzel Vujić, Urška Stropnik Šonc and Polona Kosec.

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 132 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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Bina Štampe Žmavc

The  Princes s  
b eyond  the  Mirr or

Nine magical tales and one for fun

i e  b  i a a e avc
Illustrations by: Darka Erdelji

The Princess beyond the Mirror is a collection of original fairy 
tales by the internationally acclaimed creator for both adults 

and children, a master of verse and prose, of music and the 
theatre, Bina Štampe Žmavc. A selection of canonical fairy 

tales, heroes and motifs are deconstructed and reconstructed 
in a witty way. The stories of Snow White, Cinderella, Sleeping 

Beauty and others become the subject of the author’s 
contemplation and are addressed from a unique perspective.
What will the princess do with her glass slippers? How will she 
defend herself against the wicked queen? And what is on the 

other side of the mysterious mirror? Will the star caught in the 
treetop finally discover the purpose of its existence and come 
to terms with its tiny size? What drives the infatuated moon 
to appear before the poet’s window every night? Will the tailor successfully protect his work against 

the mischievous elf? Will the poem stir the hardened heart of the jeweller? Will there be a prince 
who brings the right gif t for the picky princess? How did the poor young wife trick the miserly ruler 
Stingyson? What kind of clouds does the Rain King sew? What happens to the magician Cadabra?  

The epilogue contains playful musings about the poetry contest for the golden pear.
All in all, a look through and beyond the mirror in which we usually see fairy tales. This makes them 
both fairy tales and un-fairy tales. But the interpretation is in no way simplistic and light-hearted. It 
is viewed through the magical optics of a camera obscura, reaching far into the other side and back, 

as well as deep into us ourselves. Discussing, revealing, even denying fairy tales takes us on a journey 
that – in a lively, witty, inciteful and poetic way – ultimately leads us back to their essence.

The magically poetic, mysterious and layered illustrations by Darka Erdelji, with their many intricate 
details, connections and hints, follow, respond to, reflect and underscore what is written.

Format: 19.5 × 25cm, colour print, hardcover, 128 pages

Rights sold to: Turkish

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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Awarded author

Mag imathic s
i e  b  i a a e avc  i ll a io  b  d e a Pe la

Magical mathematics = poetry of numbers + mathematics of words

If such a superb poet as Bina Štampe Žmavc delves into the wonders of mathematics, the 
result can only be an extraordinary story. Numbers that used to be so puzzling now come 
to life in a dif ferent light. All at once we realise that they share the same fates as people 
– they can be lonely, in love, fun, patient, fatal, magical and more. In an ingeniously 
insightful way, Bina Štampe Žmavc shows us that the laws and rules of mathematics are in 
fact a greater part of our lives than we ever could have imagined. This is why she chose to 
dedicate a poem to each and every number. She concludes the book with an interesting poem called A Poem for Infinity and 
Seven Witches, which sparks a real philosophical debate about the dimensions of the modern world and life itself through 
the eyes of magimathics and in a very imaginative and entertaining way, as she always does in her work.
The illustrations of the marvellous Andreja Peklar bring the stories to life in a most wonderful way. The book also reveals one 
of the illustrator’s special inventions...

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 28 pages ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Po em  in  a  Cloud
i e  b  i a a e avc  ill a io  b  a a del i

In her new collection of poems titled Poem in a Cloud, the always delightfully brilliant Bina 
Štampe Žmavc touches on all the real and the magical elements of the world, which she 
weaves together into her characteristic linguistic innovations and rhymes. Dragons, clouds, 
seasons, emotions and pets are all part of her poetic daily life and present the world as a 
great big magical mystery. What indeed is snow? It’s at its most beautiful when it takes the 
form of a fine coat on a leafless tree. And what to do with the days that are all grown up, 
ever so long and dull? Make them more fun by shortening them! How does a field lay out a 
festive spread? With a rainbow of flowers and butterflies, of course. With a delicate touch, 
the poetress also introduces more serious topics and emotions to children, such as dealing with their parents’ divorce or the 
death of a family pet. Their lost cat may be in fact far away in dreamland, lounging about with the warm sun on its fluf fy fur, 
isn’t that right?  Bina Štampe Žmavc places the wide range of human emotions at the forefront and understands them as part 
of everyday life. With her special touch, illustrator Darka Erdelji is able to capture all of this in her ethereal drawings.

Format: 16 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 76 pages
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Barbara Simoniti

Hair  on  Skin 
Written by: Barbara Simoniti

ll a io  b  la a a e

In her new fairy tale, Barbara Simoniti is able to masterfully extract a range of minature impressions hidden in a seemingly 
insignificant event and submerge the reader in the richness of words and language. Inviting the reader into his own little 

world is Jake, who is home alone one night. Well, he is not entirely alone; he is being kept company by a very much alive group 
of household items. While the little boy is sprawled out in the armchair, the chair is stretching itself to loosen its springs, 

while the clock is getting cross and wringing its hands about as it was getting so late. Yes, it was time for bed. He had a wash, 
and as he was drying himself with a grumpy and crumpled towel, he flinched as something tickled him on his back. But there 

was nothing there. What could that strange sensation be? While reading a book later on, the tickling sensation became so 
strong that it made him jump up out of bed, and he and his book both land on the floor. The doorbell rang not long af ter. It 
was his uptight neighbour coming to complain about the noise, but standing behind him, Jake recognised a bright face and 

long hair that shone like the sun. He thought back to the morning, to the encounter he had with a long-haired girl on the 
staircase and picking up apples that had fallen all over the floor. Had the boy finally solved the mystery of the strand of hair 

tickling him on his back?

Format: 24 × 29cm, colour print, hardcover, 32 pages

Barbara Simoniti is a poet, writer and translator. She is a member of the Slovene Writers’ Association, Slovenian 
Association of Literary Translators, Slovene PEN Centre, Slovenska matica and the Slovene Section of IBBY. She has 
translated over 30 books from social sciences, international relations and history, art history, cultural heritage and 
conservation work. She received much acclaim for her fantasy story Marshlanders, she has been the frequent guest 
at talks and readings in schools, libraries, bookshops and literary festivals both in Slovenia and abroad. She has also 
published the four poetry collections Windstillness, Golden Rain, Solstice and Water, as well as the book titled Distances, 
her doctorate titled Nonsense that was reworked into a theoretical book, the picture book called Andrew Sleepless and 
an illustrated chapter book titled Archibald..
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Ar chibald
i e  b  a ba a i o i i  ill a io  b  i icel

Getting a wormy apple has always been a rotten deal. – Well, it depends. 
Our latest book, Archibald: Agitation in Apple Grove by Barbara Simoniti 
is a colourful fantasy about the secret world of Codling Moths that live in 
a beautiful orchard called Apple Grove. The apple-trees there have just 
begun to bloom and another adventurous summer looms large before the 
readers’ eyes. 
The main character, Archibald, is such a worm, or, rather, a caterpillar 
originating from the distinguished family of Codling Moths. Before he 
can finally be transformed into a splendid moth at the end of summer, he 
must gnaw out nine fretwork houses from ripening apples, with all the 
family members and friends in tow, according to the requirements of their 
traditional Great Apple Order of Things. As a consequence, their summer 
is rife with adventures, upheavals and a general agitation to the last, when 
their fantastic transformation runs full circle. – Needless to say, eating an 
apple will never be the same for all the young readers who embark upon 
the adventures of Archibald in Apple Grove.

Format: 61.5 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 152 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Barbara Simoniti

Di s enchant ed  Tow n 
i e  b  a ba a i o i i  ill a io  b  i a dai

The picture book Disenchanted Town is about a little girl called Alma who lives with her mother in the old part on an 
unnamed town. Each morning she goes to school on her own and on the way she comes across objects that she ‘unlocks’ with 
a magical key that she wears around her neck. The picture book about Alma tells a story of the emotions experienced by a 
child who has to go to school alone. The magical key is Alma’s way of escaping, and the objects that ‘come to life’ with its help 
and accompany her to school are her guardians. The journey to school becomes a pleasant experience and independent Alma 
slowly but surely gets used to this challenge. Barbara Simoniti’s short stories of ten address the little fears that children have, 
which may appear as unimportant challenges in the eyes of adults, but as unconquerable hurdles to children. With the help 
of imagination, these fears are diminished and what seemed to be unbeatable is overcome.

in the making
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For ages 12 and overFor ages 12 and over

Cvetka Bevc

The  Sant a  
in  My  E ar

The youth novel Santa’s in My Ear follows the story of 14-year-old Oja who just 
recently broke her arm. But that is just one of the many twists and turns she 
has experienced in her life. She was born to her Slovene mother and African 
father, although she herself is white-skinned. Her story began somewhere 

around the Christmas of 1999. She intertwines the present and the past, 
remembering events from her history that lef t a significant impact on her life. 

Her many life experiences include military unrests in Nigeria, emigrating to 
London and then finally coming to Slovenia.

At each event that shook her life she had to face new challenges, find new 
friends, adapt to new cultural environments, meet the expectations of her 

parents – all the while staying true to herself.
Oja is an excellent flautist, but her real passions are colours and painting. 

When she plays the flute and closes her eyes, a rainbow appears before her. 
Might it be Santa Claus, who has been constantly whispering in her ear since 

the accident, who is telling her this?
With his help, Oja navigates her life between painting, music, family 

issues, new friends and her first love. Through her collage of memories and 
experiences in the present, Oja figures out the real reason behind her accident.

Format: 15 × 21.5cm,  
colour print, hardcover,  

160 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Rights sold to: Serbian, Montenegrin
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Our Class is an unusual and fresh young adult novel. The story is told by a teenage girl who 
should have probably been bursting with hormones, but she would rather spend her time 
reading, immersing herself in stories and even writing novels about her peers.
It all starts on September 1st, the first day of the semester, a day that many teens hate, the 
day the summer holidays end. For four school friends and their friends it’s the start of the 
“monotony of exams, dusty textbooks and studying that, no matter which way you look 
at it, has no point”. Greg, the cool guy, Barbie-doll Zara, odd girl Sabrina and the new girl, 
Nonto, couldn’t be more dif ferent. But through their stories we learn how the class is ruled 
by (tough) teachers, alliances between friends, puberty, first loves and family drama.

Format: 14.8 × 21.5cm, black and white print, hardcover, 296 pages

Rights sold to: Albanian

For ages 12 and over

i e  b  i a a a ovi
Our  Clas s

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

i a a a ovi  (2000) is a young writer who began telling stories before she even began to read or write, dictating them 
to her parents and teachers. When she learnt how to read and write, she began writing down the stories by herself. She first 
began publishing her work in 2013 when she was still only in primary school. That is when her first longer narrative story came 
out, bearing the title Don’t Panic (Brez panike). Her next book came out in 2016, a more complex novel entitled Our Class 
(Razred), which she wrote when she was fourteen. Nika is currently writing her third novel

Nika Matanović

R A Z R E D

Cvetka Bevc

O. M .G .
In the youth novel O.M.G. by author Cvetka Bevc, the characters from her other novel The 
Ten (nominated for the Večernica and Desetnica awards) appear once more. The problems 
with growing up continue, this time they are connected to the first encounters with 
sexuality. The events in the story take place in the luxury of spring – with love in the air, as 
well as plenty of questions. How to make an appointment with the gynecologist, how to 
hide contraceptive pills from your mother, how to stop your father’s lecture on condoms 
and, most of all, how to act when that thing that teens find so hard to talk about happens 
for the first time. Just acting cool isn’t an option. Honesty all the way! Taking centre stage 
is the story of the members of the newly formed band O.M.G. – Oxy, Maggie and Griffin, 
members of  The Ten who were getting ready for their first gig. While at the same time, 
they were all in the midst of their own romantic mess. The others of The Ten try to help them, but it only makes things worse. The 
ending is unexpected and the individual episodes are amusing. At the end of the book is also the Guide to the First Time.

N E W
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For Ages 3-8

Velve t  Being s
Written by: Zvezdana Majhen

ll a io  b  Polo a o ec

This collection of poems instils children with a love of all things living 
– nature, plants and, above all, animals. The empathy, af fection and 

care for animals that permeates Zvezdana’s poetry helps children 
develop into more responsible adults. To be able to put yourself in 

someone else’s shoes and help them when they need a hand are 
values that children wholeheartedly like to internalise. Let’s teach 

them that we are also delicate velvet beings.

Format: 16.5 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 48 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Rights sold to: Serbian, Montenegrin
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For Ages 3-8

In the making

Sc rump t iou s 
Slovenian  St ories

Selection of folk tales by: Dr Dragica Haramija
Recipes by: Anka Peljhan

Illustrations by: Igor Šinkovec

These Scrumptious Slovenian Stories bring together traditional Slovenian folk tales and recipes 
for traditional dishes, such as rustic bread, potica sweet roll, bujta repa stew and more. The book is 
divided into chapters where each story and dish is complemented with a short text on interesting 

facts relating to it from the theory of fairy tales (fairies and other magical beings, magic words 
and fairy tale animals), from the aspect of Slovenian cultural and natural heritage (the Sečovlje 

Saltworks, mills and flour milling, Slovenian dialects) and ideas on further reading.  The aim of the 
book is liven children’s reading experiences, introduce the family reading technique and inspire 

children to prepare dishes, especially those from the tradition of Slovenian cuisine. The book also 
connects the various geographical regions of Slovenia (both in the story part and in the culinary 

part), which is another way for readers to learn new things. 

In the making

i a a e avc

Antholog y  of 
lit erat ur e  f or  childr en

The selection of children’s literature by artist Bina Štampe Žmavc originates from her extensive and rich opus. In 
the spirit of the round-number anniversary that the author is celebrating in 2021, we have created an anthology 
that encompasses poetry, prose and dramatics. The selection and accompanying analysis were done by notable 

experts of youth literature Dr Igor Saksida and Dr Dragica Haramija. The variety and diversity of the author’s 
work is rounded of f by a selection of illustrations from the publications. The selection includes the work of: Daniel 

Demšar, Alenka Sottler, Kostja Gatnik, Andreja Peklar, Mojca Cerjak, Kristina Krhin, Darka Erdelji and others.
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Preschool Children

A SERIES FOR CHILDREN
Written by: Zvezdana Majhen
Illustrations by: Urška Stropnik Šonc

This series of books for the youngest readers is all about the people and things that surround them.
Each book is a collection of six lyrical picture books that expand and broaden a child’s general knowledge about nature 
and society, encourage the development of their vocabulary and a sense for the cognitive, ethical and aesthetic aspects of 
language. Using a child-friendly approach, the books help children get in touch with their emotions to show empathy for the 
various situations that people and animals, as well as objects and abstract things, find themselves in. The books follow the 
didactic principle of going from close to far, from easier to harder, from a narrow to a wide perspective. And in combination 
with the many wonderful illustrations, the series is a favourite among little children.

A SERIES FOR LITTLE ONES
Titles in the series: 

My Family My Things Please – Thank You

The Sky and the Weather Animals Vehicles

GRANNY

MUMMY TOO 

HAS A DEAR MOTHER. 

THAT IS OUR GRANNY,

AND WE LOVE EACH OTHER! 

 

IN A LITTLE HOUSE WITH GRANDPA, 

SHE LIVES IN A VILLAGE HOMELY. 

AND EVERYTHING THAT GRANNY DOES,

SHE DOES IT VERY SLOWLY.

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE Rights sold to: Russian
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Preschool Children

A SERIES  
FOR KINDHEARTEDNESS
Titles in the series: 

A SERIES  
FOR LITTLE SCHOLARS
Titles in the series:

Format: 15.5 × 15.5cm, colour print, board book, 20 pages

e  o  ve o e My Clothes

My Environment

Waters Forest Friends

Trees

Rights sold to: Russian

Time Musical Instruments

Sports ob

Home Appliances 
a d ac i e

ec ical evice

N E W
N E W

N E W

N E W
N E W

N E W
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ROGGIE THE LION
Stories about a little less ordinary lion

Written by: Igor Plohl
Illustrations by: Urška Stropnik Šonc

ROGGIE THE LION FINDS HAPPINESS
The story of Roggie the lion is the story of a little less ordinary lion. Af ter a serious injury to 
his spine he finds himself in a wheelchair. Facing new circumstances in his life, he learns the 
real value of life and how to overcome obstacles that he had to face following his accident. The 
picture book includes an informative photo booklet about the lives of handicapped people.

Format: 21 × 29.7cm, colour print, hardcover, 24 pages

Igor Plohl is a teacher and an author of picture 
books in which he talks about being disabled. 
Roggie the Lion, his literary alter ego, came to life 
when Igor wanted to talk to his students about his 
painful experience when he had to deal with his 
new life in a wheelchair following a serious accident. 
He has also written about his experience dealing 
with his new situation in the autobiographic story 
It Can Happen To You!, which he wrote for adult 
readers.

For Ages 6-10

real value of life and how to overcome obstacles that he had to face following his accident. The 

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Rights sold to: English (world), Chinese, Albanian, German
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For Ages 6-10

ROGGIE AND EDDIE 
AT THE PARALYMPICS
In his newest story, Roggie the little less 
ordinary lion who, af ter falling of f a ladder, 
finds himself in a wheelchair, tells us all about 
the Paralympic Games. His friend, a lynx called 
Eddie who is a coach for disabled athletes, 
takes him to the venue of the Paralympics 
and shows him all the special and interesting 
things about parasports. Roggie learns about 
all the sports, such as goalball and boccia, and 
finds out that blind athletes can also ski!

Format: 23 × 29cm, colour print, hardcover, 
28 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Rights sold to:  
li  o ld  i e e  lba ia

ROGGIE THE LION 
GOES TO AFRICA
Roggie the Lion, a little-less-ordinary lion, loved travelling 
before his accident. Out of all the things, he enjoyed 
admiring nature and the animals in it the most. He was also 
fascinated by high mountains covered with white clouds, ice 
cold glaciers, hot and dry deserts, as well as all the unusual 
people he met.
Af ter his accident, he was convinced that he would no longer 
be able to go on trips to distant lands. But sometimes even 
the greatest wishes come true. Roggie found out that he 
could travel to Africa to go on a safari, meet the Maasai 
people and awe in the most beautiful and highest African 
mountain, Mount Kilimanjaro.
It isn’t easy to travel in a wheelchair, but Roggie, brave and 
wise as any lion, overcomes any obstacle and goes on an 
unforgettable journey to the amazing continent of Africa.

Format: 23 × 29 cm, colour print, hardcover, 32 pages

N E W
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My  Friend  Ollie
i e  b  a e a o i e  Pe ov e  ill a ed b  a e  a a i

Ollie is a pocket-sized scruf fy little dog who, one day, is found shivering on the 
doorstep of a house where a boy called Rudie lives. The little boy soon realises that 
sweet little Ollie is a special kind of dog that asks unusual questions, chirps when 
he’s angry and meows when he’s happy. He loves to play video games, gets upset 
quickly and doesn’t have much in common with his doggy peers. 
But what is it that makes Ollie so special? To find out, Rudie’s family goes to see 
a dog psychologist who tells them that Ollie is a dog who needs a lot of love and 
patience – this is because Ollie has what psychologists call Asperger syndrome. 
Ollie’s family is full of understanding and agrees that each and every one of us 
has our own obstacles, obstacles that can be overcome with good sense and 
patience, and that, at the end of the day, everything can be overcome with love and 
compassion.

Format: 15 × 21cm, colour print, hardcover, 52 pages

For Ages 8-12

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

The  K nit t ing  Needles
i e  b  l a la  ill a io  b  a a a e el

Knitting is like a dance where you spin, twirl and weave the knitting needles to create 
clothing. Scarves, hats, pullovers, socks and much more. Paula’s mother of ten makes her 
knitting needles dance. This is how she shows little Paula her love and care, as well as her 
wish that the little girl is dressed in nice things.
In her mother’s hands, the wool becomes magical yarn. A ball of wool is transformed into 
wonderful pieces of clothing during this dance. And sometimes even the opposite happens. 
She transforms old pullovers into a tightly wound ball of wool to then be knitted into 
something entirely new. Into new old clothes, as Paula says, who isn’t as impressed with the 
coarseness of the used yarn. She prefers sof t wool that is as velvety as her mother’s cheek. 
The rough thread cannot compare to the smoothness of her mother’s skin. When Paula 
grows up, she will learn to love even the clothes that are knitted from old wool.
The picture book, interwoven with the tenderness of sof t wool, talks about how strong  
love is and how quickly a child’s heart forgives, if only it is loved.

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 28 pages
ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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Family activity book

Mirijam Pinter

Our  Mag ic al  Decemb er
Stories, things to do and things to make for the festive season

Three little bears, Elly, Teddy and Freddy, are impatiently awaiting Christmas. 
But there are 24 days still to go! Luckily, their mother has an idea how to make 
the time go by faster. She suggests that the little bears should make an advent 
calendar full of activities! That very same night they get to work and make 24 
cards on which are written the festive activities. They can hang them up and the 
days begin to fly by. The days leading up to Christmas are full of fun, drawing, 
creating, baking, singing and dancing. The family book Our Magical December 
is intended for all little bears that cannot wait for Christmas to come. 

Format: 23.5 × 25.5cm, colour print, hardcover, 56 pages

OUR MAGICAL DECEMBER CARDS – Three little bears, Elly, Teddy 
and Freddy, are impatiently awaiting Christmas. To pass the time, they do the 
activities written on the cards.

Gift book

Love, Grandma and Grandpa
A grandparents’ memory scrapbook

In the flood of emotions brought on by a new baby, grandparents are of ten the ones who 
provide guidance and pacify the situation. They soothe the older children when they feel 
they have been lef t out. They can kiss the baby goodnight and rock it to sleep, allowing 
tired parents to finally enjoy a moment of rest. But their duties don’t end there, their 
role is one that lasts a lifetime, providing a safe haven for all their family members. Their 
wisdom and experience are priceless to all.
Many memories of their own childhood will emerge, as well as of the moment they 
themselves became parents and then also grandparents. The value of a memory can be 
found in sharing it with the people that helped create it. Collected in a memory scrap-
book, these are the perfect gif t to the child that stands at the start of it all.

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 56 pages
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For Ages 3-8

Zoran Šteinbauer

Kate and the Snails
A fairy tale about kindness, friendship, understanding, cooperation and the beauty 
of nature. Everything is ready in Sunny Dale for fun and exciting summer escapades 
and the children are eager to go on adventures. Only Kate, who has one leg shorter 
than the other, and Andy, who hurt himself, can’t run about and play with the other 
children. So summer gives Kate a gif t – the powers of observation and compassion. 
This means that she can sense other’s troubles and see the beautiful things in the 
world that others easily miss.

Format: 21 × 29,7cm, colour print, hardcover, 24 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLEENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Zve da a a e   
Polo a o ec ill a io

Pooches in Love
Matt is the 
proud owner of 
Aja the poodle 
and takes care 
of her very well, 
what is more, 
he has big plans 
for her unborn 
puppies. But 
Aja’s heart 
wants to follow 
a dif ferent plan, 
as she is in love 
with the neighbour’s dog Khan. If you thought that love 
couldn’t happen to dogs, think again! 

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 24 pagesFormat: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 24 pages

Journey into 
Dreamland

i e  b  a a a
Illustrations by: Nataša Vertelj

Journey into 
Dreamland 
is a lullaby 
accompanied by 
an orchestra that 
guides both big 
and small travellers 
to dreamland. 
Their dreams will 
take them on 
adventures with 
pirate ships, hot-air balloons, surfing in the desert 
and exploring cities. 

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 24 pages
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Zve da a a e  a o i  o c ill a io

WORLD OF RIDDLES
The simple and charming rhyming riddles by Zvezdana Majhen will 
enrich the book shelf of any home. Thanks to the lovely writing and Urška 
Stropnik Šonc’s delightful illustrations, both children and parents alike will 
race to uncover the answers!

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 36 pages

Zve da a a e  a o i o c ill a io

THE RAINBOW OF APPRECIATION
A rainbow collection of poems for children that spreads a love of life, living 
creatures and our planet. One of the sources of inspiration for the book were 
the special days we celebrate on a global, international and national level that 
express mankind’s respect towards other living creatures, the planet, events 
and experiences that we have encountered throughout history.

Format: 21 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 76 pages

Zvezdana Majhen

Zve da a a e  i i a i  ill a io

CRADLE OF WORDS
Little poems for little readers.
The collection of 34 poems is designed for kindergarten children and children between 
the ages of 5 and 8. Many of them are dedicated to books and the message they bring, 
also to family, the connections between family members, the environment in which we 
live, leisure time activities, holiday greetings and the happiness we all want.

Format: 16.5 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 60 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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Nataša Vertelj (text and illustrations)

STARBELLA
The universe is endless and endless are also the questions we want to ask about 
it. The story about a mischievous little star called Starbella and a girl called Lara 
answers at least some of these questions and in a language that children can 

understand. How is a star born? Does it have a mother and father? Can we 
count the stars?

Format: 21 × 29.7cm, colour print, hardcover, 28 pages

For Ages 3-8

For Ages 8-12

LITTLE LANA
#yumyum #turkeylover #adventures 

i e  b  a i  Po o i  i ll a io  b  i i a i

Lana is a perfectly real Scottish West Highland Terrier, while Little Lana from 
the story is the author’s alter ego and they of ten get mixed up. The adventures 
are very much of the literary kind and promise plenty of laughs.
This is what the author explains in the foreword. Little Lana is a very 
fun-loving dog, she is a vegetarian – a special type of turkey vegetarian 
as her favourite thing to eat is a mix of carrots and turkey, but she likes 
it even more when her owner serves it with little more turkey and a 
little less of the orange vegetable.
Is life from a dog’s perspective really a dog’s life? Little Lana may be 
the best one to answer this question. The collection of short stories 
written as a dog’s internal monologue with elements of distraction as 
a response to stimulations of the auditory, visual and olfactory kind 
is perfect for all little fluf fy dog lovers, as well as lovers of the slightly 
bigger ones...or even much bigger (and will probably also be a favourite 
among lovers of the meowing variety).

Format: 16.5 × 24cm, colour print, hardcover, 72 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

understand. How is a star born? Does it have a mother and father? Can we 
count the stars?

Format: 21 × 29.7cm, colour print, hardcover, 28 pages

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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For Ages 3-99

AUNT ALMA AND MR TIME
e  a o e  e o able ale abo  e o  ecio  i   

that we can give someone.

MARTA
The story of Marta who almost lost her heart

MY NONA
A story about the most important things in life

MY NONO
A story about true love

OUR WEDDING OR IRIS  
AND I GET MARRIED

 o  abo  a eddi  a  ee  o a c ild  e e

HOUSE OF WORDS
A story about how to build your dream house

PAPA DRAGON
A story about things that should never happen

PATRICIA’S STORIES
Stories that care about people

Written by: Patricija Peršolja
Illustrations by: Silvan Omerzu

Patricia’s stories are suitable for both the young and the old. They can be told around the kitchen 
table or in the living room when enjoying each other’s company or when you are all alone, but, 
wherever you read them, they open your eyes to what is essential in life. Family conversations and 
stories are the best preventive medicine against all bad things, which is why there can never be too 
many of them. Patricia’s stories gently explore some of the most important philosophical questions 
that af fect our lives.

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE
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BUMBLING BESSIE AND THE SMARTYPANTS 
i e  b  a a a

Illustrations by: Simon Sanda

A collection of entertaining and imaginative stories about completely ordinary kids and an utterly extraordinary magic-ma’ 
called Bumbling Bessie. Through the surprising twists and turns of the stories, this fun-loving witch makes sure that the 
heroes face up to the challenges they encounter and find solutions to their problems. Great care has been taken with the 
design of the books to make sure they are also suitable for children who have dif ficulty reading.

    P
 ʍ The stories are very appealing to children and they enjoy 

reading them;
 ʍ Children can identify with the characters because they 

experience real-life problems;
 ʍ They are especially suitable for children who otherwise don’t 

like to read;
 ʍ The stories are pleasantly educational, with clear ethical 

principles;
 ʍ The stories can be a basis for debate or discussion of similar 

problems that children face;
 ʍ The stories are very suitable for schoolwork and 

re-enactment.

For ages 6-12

ZACH THE SOURPUSS
Zach gets very grumpy when things don’t go his way. He 
makes such a miserable face that he can easily put everyone 
else around him in a bad mood. Bessie the magic-ma’ is the 
only person who actually likes his crankiness and she has 
a super scary surprise in store for him. Zach, on the other 
hand, does everything he can to stop her from putting her 
plan into action.
Sample translation: English

A MAGIC SPELL FOR SARA
Sara is a lovely little girl and has some really good friends. 
But what good does that do when she’s not happy with 
herself. She wishes she was as pretty as a famous cover girl 
and that the entire school would admire her. To thank her 
for her help, Bumbling Bessie makes her secret wish come 
true and Sara is given the opportunity to test her new looks 
and popularity. But will this really make her happy? 

TERRIBLE LUKE AND HORRIBLE MARK
Luke and Mark seriously get on each other’s nerves. Even 
the smallest thing can send them into such a frenzy that 
the only way they can settle things is with their fists. Bessie 
steps in and challenges them to a face-of f in an actual life or 
death situation. Here, bitter rivals learn that the only thing 
that can save them is teamwork.

ANDREA AND THE FOUR MEAN GIRLS
Andrea is really unhappy because four girls from the 
sports club have singled her out and are always secretly 
picking on her. She is too afraid to tell anyone or to stand 
up to the nasty bullies until she meets Bumbling Bessie, 
who opens her eyes to what is happening. And let’s not 
even get started on how the magic-ma’ washes out those 
rude girls’ mouths.
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NICK’S MAGIC FORMULA
To Nick, nothing is as pointless and annoying as studying 
and doing his homework. But af ter a visit from Bumbling 
Bessie, his life is turned upside down. In order to survive, 
he’s willing to work as hard as ever and, in doing so, he finds 
a secret formula to work harder, better and faster!

BUMBLING BESSIE ON THE SCHOOL 
STAGE − dramatisations
A dramatisation of three stories from the popular Bumbling 
Bessie collection, made suitable for staging. The book 
includes dramatisations of the stories of: Zach the Sourpuss, 
A Magic Spell for Sara, and Andrea and the Four Mean Girls.

MAYA’S MASSIVE DISASTER
When Maya wakes up one morning, still dreaming sweetly 
about running into her beloved Jacob, she goes to look in 
the mirror and her whole world comes crashing down. She 
has a huge pimple on her chin. Confronting this deadly 
enemy only makes things worse and devastated Maya is 
determined not to go anywhere looking like that. Bessie, 
who understands what Maya is going through from 
personal experience, has a dif ficult task ahead.

JOHNNY TREMBLE’S BIG WIN
Johnny would definitely be a straight A student 
if he didn’t suf fer terribly from horrible 
stage fright. During oral exams, he breaks 
out in a cold sweat, trembles like a leaf 
and his brain shuts down completely. 
But Bessie, who finds herself in a terrible 
pickle, can only turn to Johnny for help. 
Their unusual evening adventure becomes 
a test for both of them − as well as for 
someone else, but he is invisible.

EVE’S AND ANN’S 
ENCHANTED TELEPHONES
Eve and Ann are best friends. They are in the same class at 
school, they like the same things, and they never run out of 
things to talk about. When they each get a telephone, they 

are one step short of heaven. Neither of them realises that 
a single phone call can turn their lives into a living hell. If 
you insult magic-ma’ Bessie over the phone, you can expect 
nothing less.

RICH GEORGE WITH 
THE EMPTY POCKETS
George never knew wealth. But 
ever since his dad lef t, leaving 
his mother behind to face a 
pile of debt, things have 
gotten even worse. He feels 
inferior to his schoolmates, 
who have more than enough 
of everything, and is willing 
to do anything to hide the 
poverty in which he lives. His 
quirky acquaintance Bessie proves to him that, despite his 
empty pockets, he is much richer than many who have full 
wallets.

THE ANTICS OF BUMBLING BESSIE − 
dramatisation 
Mornings at Bumbling Bessie’s are anything but ordinary. 
Even the simplest things, such as waking up, exercising and 
washing up are full of unusual rituals, which puzzle Herb, 

the handyman. That is especially true on the morning 
when Bessie and her assistant Dotty-Chanty-Pop are 
in a hurry to go on an important trip to town. But 
their preparations to leave 
the house become more 
complicated by the 
minute and the main 

culprit, Sweattle the cat, 
has disappeared.

All the story books: 14.8 × 21cm, 
black and white print, 
hardcover; 
Dramatisations: 21 × 29.7cm, 
black and white print, paperback 

For ages 6-12

The Bumbling Bessie character is not only limited to stories, as we wanted to create a living and breathing character. In the 
stories The Antics of Bumbling Bessie, we have put Bessie on the stage, and she also appears as an individual character at 
cultural events in primary schools across Slovenia.

JOHNNY TREMBLE’S BIG WIN
Johnny would definitely be a straight A student 

Even the simplest things, such as waking up, exercising and 
washing up are full of unusual rituals, which puzzle Herb, 

the handyman. That is especially true on the morning 

culprit, Sweattle the cat, 
has disappeared.

All the story books: 14.8 × 21cm, 

their preparations to leave 
the house become more 

EMPTY POCKETS
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Awards Nominations
The success of the publishing house is attested by its many nominations and awards:

 – Danica Križanič Müller: Odprta praznina (The Open Void) – Nominated for the 2010 Jenko Award 
and the 2010 Glazer Award

 – Josip Osti: Objemam in poljubljam te v vseh barvah Marca Chagalla (I Hold and Kiss You in All of 
Marc Chagall’s Colours) – Nominated for the 2011 Jenko Award

 – Tomislav Vrečar: Ime mi je Veronika (My Name is Veronika) – Nominated for the 2012 Veronika 
Award

 – Patricija Peršolja: Gospodinjski blues (Housewife Blues) – Nominated for the 2013 Veronika Award

 – Patricija Peršolja: Moj nono (My Nono) – Recipient of a Golden Pear Award in 2014

 – Petra Kolmančič: P(l)ast for p(l)astjo (Layer by Layer/Trap by Trap) – Winner of the 2014 Veronika 
Award 

 – Boštjan Narat: Partija (Game) – Nominated for the 2014 Rožanc Award and the Most Beautiful 
Slovenian Book at the 2014 Slovenian Book Fair

 – Manica K. Musil: Pobalinska pujsa (The Naughty Pigs) – Nominated for the Most Beautiful 
Slovenian Book in the category for children and young adults at the 2015 Slovenian Book Fair and 
many international awards

 – Bina Štampe Žmavc, illustrations by Alenka Sottler: Pesem za Liro (Song for the Lyre) – Gold medal 
from the US Society of Illustrators for the Eurydice illustration by Alenka Sottler (awarded on 
5 February 2016 in New York) and nominated for the 2016 Most Beautiful Slovenian Book.

 – Erika Vouk: The Glazer Award for lifetime achievements (her last three poetry books were 
published by Založba Pivec)

 – Bina Štampe Žmavc: Čarimatika (Magimathics) – Nominated for 
the 2017 Desetnica Award and the 2017 Večernica Award

 – Dragan Potočnik: A Poem for Beloved Sinin – nominated for the 
Krilata želva 2017 award for best Slovenian travelogue

 – Petra Kolmančič: Tretja oseba dvojine – the 2019 Glazer Award for 
special achievements in literature

 – Manica K. Musil: The 2019 Glazer Award for special achievements 
in culture

 – Boštjan Narat: Podaja v prazno (Hail Mary Pass) – Nominated for 
the 2019 Rožanc Award

 – Bina Štampe Žmavc: The Princess Beyond the Mirror – Nominated 
for the 2020 Desetnica Award

 – Cvetka Bevc: The Santa in my Ear – Nominated for the 2020 
Desetnica Award
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